Background {#Sec1}
==========

Chemical information has co-evolved with cheminformatics over the past 40 or so years \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Whereas cheminformatics focuses on development and application of property prediction models for atoms and molecules \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\], the primary tasks of chemical information are the accurate representation, registration, and retrieval of chemical structures in computer systems. The lack of universally adopted standards for chemical structure representation in chemical structure collections is notable. The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) released guidelines in 2007 for the graphical representation of chemical structure diagrams, defining how structures should be depicted for unambiguous human interpretation \[[@CR7]\]. These contain specifications and recommendations for two-dimensional (2-D) molecular structure diagrams considering bond angles and lengths, atom label font, line widths, and the layout of ring systems. Only for very few cases do they contain specifications for the actual configuration of atoms and bonds, with respect to location of charges and bond orders. Furthermore, there is a notable lack of consideration for machine interpretation, for example, by allowing implied stereo in saccharide rings (please see examples in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The same is true for the "US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Substance Registration System Standard Operating Procedure Substance Definition Manual" (accessed March 2013) \[[@CR8]\] (the latter, in earlier versions, was explicitly referred to as the 'Structure Drawing Guide'). With a lack of globally recognized and enforced standards and a large pre-existing corpus of chemical structures from various data sources, the representation of structures or structural elements is highly influenced by multiple factors. These include chemists' personal preferences, organization-based conventions, history, and so called 'RoboChemistry' (computer algorithms providing automated clean-up by adapting structure layout, functional group representation, aromaticity annotation and tautomeric states to diverging standards, potentially leading to the corruption and deterioration of entire structure collections).Fig. 1Exemplary drawings conventions for functional groups. **a** Examples taken from the IUPAC graphical representation standards for chemical structure diagrams concerning ionic bonds and salts and nitrogen compounds \[[@CR7]\]. **b** Examples taken from the FDA substance registration system standard operating procedure substance definition manual. For nitro group and nitrogen oxides, both conventions agree on the preferred representation \[[@CR8]\]

Several machine-readable molecule representations have been developed. Among the most popular are line notations \[[@CR9]--[@CR17]\], systematic IUPAC names \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\], connection table files, and reaction data files \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\]. The level of detail in these representations varies, especially with respect to the specification of hydrogen atoms and the configuration of stereocenters. Conversion between different structure representations is prone to information loss and errors \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. The perception of structures from three-dimensional (3-D) atom coordinates is an additional source for structural errors \[[@CR27]--[@CR30]\]. Erroneous (interpretation of) structures are a major problem, as it has been shown that even small errors in structure representations can lead to significant loss of predictive ability of computer models \[[@CR31]\], affecting downstream computation in cheminformatics.

Tautomerism, mesomerism and alternate ionization states contribute to the number of possible valid, non-identical representations of the same structure, which often exist in equilibrium, as illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR32]\]. Tautomer standardization and prediction algorithms can yield diverging results because of different enumeration strategies, diverging opinions on energy barriers between representations, or assumptions about external factors such as solvent, temperature, and pH, which can strongly influence the dominating tautomeric species (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR33]--[@CR36]\]. The choice of representative tautomers has consequences in computed properties such as the assignment of hydrogen bond acceptor and donor functionalities in the definition of potential pharmacophoric features \[[@CR37]\]. It was shown that tautomerism and choice of the predominant variant heavily impact computed compound similarity, predicted activity and other properties \[[@CR38]--[@CR45]\]. Diverging tautomer representations can also influence the recognition of features in structure-based chemical ontologies \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. This is not a minor problem: rates of affected structures in databases have been reported between 0.5% \[[@CR48]\], 26% \[[@CR49]\], 30% \[[@CR50]\], and \> 67% \[[@CR38]\]. Several methods for the enumeration of tautomers have been published \[[@CR38], [@CR39], [@CR48], [@CR50]\]. While they enable access to various tautomers of a structure, they create a new problem: preferred tautomeric forms must be identified, and, if desired, one needs to be chosen as the canonic representative. The problem is illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} using tautomers of guanine as an example. Selection criteria reported in the literature are based on predicted stability \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\], or count-based scoring functions \[[@CR38], [@CR40]\]. For chemical substance registration purposes, the generation of an arbitrary canonical tautomer may be sufficient \[[@CR48], [@CR52], [@CR53]\] for uniqueness, even though ramifications for structure and substructure searches can be severe, if downstream search methods employed do not account for tautomer ambiguities \[[@CR54]\]. On the contrary, appropriate tautomers should be selected for any applications that involve prediction of physicochemical properties of compounds.Fig. 2Natural effects contributing to molecular diversity. Implicit hydrogen atoms on carbon atoms are not shown. **a** Three tautomeric variants of pyrimidin-4-one. The bottom two structures are different Kekulé representations of the same tautomer. **b** Thioacetic acid as an example for tautomerism (top, in left--right direction), ionization (left and right, in top--bottom direction) and mesomerism (bottom, in left--right direction). Redrawn with permission from Sayle 2010 \[[@CR32]\] Fig. 3Effects of solvent on tautomeric preference for simple heterocycles. Listed are percentages of three tautomeric variants of the same structure in different solvents \[[@CR36]\] Fig. 4Tautomers of Guanine. Tautomers were generated by the approach described in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section (under *Standardize Valence Bond Form*) in the indicated order. The dashed frame highlights the variant chosen from the ensemble as the canonical tautomer

The 'aromaticity' of a molecule can be considered a basic, yet underappreciated, 'concept' by users of chemical information. Aromaticity can be defined in a multitude of ways, based on various criteria including chemical behavior, energetic properties, magnetic effects, and structural features \[[@CR55]--[@CR59]\]. In the chemistry classroom, aromaticity is often taught as a binary property with a definition based on Hückel's rule \[[@CR60], [@CR61]\], which is also implemented in aromaticity perception algorithms commonly used in cheminformatics. Unfortunately, implementations differ in the treatment of heteroatoms, exocyclic double bonds, considered ring size (such as in the case of the so-called 'MDL aromaticity model' used to assign the MACCS keys fingerprint where only alternating single/double bonds in a six-membered ring can be considered aromatic), and the handling of charged atoms, resulting in different aromaticity detection results as illustrated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR62]\]. This impedes the exchange of structures and data and impairs the reproducibility of results, as the same structure could be represented with diverging aromaticity annotations originating from different perception models. Furthermore, these models may differ between implementations, especially in so called "corner cases" often involving various atom-types, potentially contributing to a change in structural identity to a related isomer with a significant energy barrier for interconversion.Fig. 5Comparison of five aromaticity perception models. Structure classification as aromatic is indicated by color (blue: aromatic; orange: not aromatic; grey: not available). Aromaticity was perceived in every structure using the function OEAssignAromaticFlags in the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit with the aromaticity models OEAroModelMDL (MDL), OEAroModelTripos (Tripos), OEAroModelMMFF (MMFF), OEAroModelDaylight (Daylight) and OEAroModelOpenEye (OpenEye). If at least one atom or bond in a structure was identified as aromatic, the whole structure was classified as aromatic. Atomic element Te is not available in the MMFF and Tripos aromaticity models. Redrawn with permission from the OpenEye Scientific Software Inc. OEChem C++ toolkit documentation \[[@CR62]\]

Conversely, 'aromatic' moieties in structures can be represented in Kekulé form using alternating single- and double bonds \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\]. Several algorithms for the enumeration of Kekulé structures of conjugated systems have been reported in the literature \[[@CR65]--[@CR70]\]. Kekulé forms of a molecule (as opposed to the aromatic representation) may be necessary when computing descriptors or properties about a chemical structure or to remove ambiguity in aromaticity interpretation. Yet, methods attempting to generate a single representative Kekulé form (a process referred to as 'kekulization') are either heuristics (i.e., may not find a Kekulé representation even though it exists) or remain arbitrary (i.e., non-canonical) in the resulting structure \[[@CR71], [@CR72]\]. To the best of our knowledge, no method has been described that is dedicated to the generation of a representative canonical Kekulé form. This issue compounds the lack of a standard definition of aromaticity, because aromaticity is typically perceived from a Kekulé structure. On the other hand, given a structure with 'aromatic' (instead of single and double) bonds, the underlying (canonical) Kekulé structure is not obvious. Consequently, kekulization approaches should be able to deal with the various existing aromaticity definitions and compensate for their intrinsic differences, without generating cases where conjugation is broken (e.g., \*--C=C=C--\* or \* = C--C--C= \* instead of \*--C=C--C= \*) or where a different count of double bonds occurs due to differences in handling exo-cyclic heteroatoms. Lastly, aromaticity approaches should be coupled closely with tautomer handling approaches, as choice of tautomeric form may directly affect aromaticity, depending on the aromaticity model employed.

Chemical structure standardization is of utmost importance to compensate for the diverse (and potentially ambiguous) nature of chemical structure representation and interpretation, while identifying and correcting (or rejecting) erroneous structures, to ensure proper interpretation of chemical content by a given data system. Yet, guidelines or performance measures for this purpose remain scarce \[[@CR53], [@CR73], [@CR74]\]. With increasing size and popularity of public chemical information resources this issue becomes even more important as the ready ability to download, normalize, and share millions of chemical structures increases the potential for rapid and broad spread of errors \[[@CR75]--[@CR77]\]. Once erroneous structures are shared, errors in these copies may not be easily recognized or corrected, especially if the chemical structure is deemed valid and the original data content provenance is lost. This is not a minor problem, as the percentage of affected erroneous structures has been estimated to be between 0.1 and 8% \[[@CR31], [@CR78]--[@CR80]\].

PubChem \[[@CR81]--[@CR83]\] is a public repository for information on chemical substances and their biological activities. It contains more than 237 million deposited chemical substances and 94 million unique structures as of December 2017. It is located at the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), part of the US National Library of Medicine (NLM), an institute of the US National Institutes of Health (NIH). PubChem first became available in 2004 as a part of the Molecular Libraries and Imaging (MLI) component of the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research Initiative. With millions of unique users per month, thousands of citations (e.g., search PubMed \[[@CR84], [@CR85]\] for the term 'pubchem' in title or abstract), and a constantly evolving collection of content from a diverse set of hundreds of data contributors, PubChem deals with the aforementioned chemical structure normalization issues on a very large scale. To provide consistency and a highly visible provenance trail, structural information is stored in two separate databases: Substance and Compound. Substance contains versioned sample descriptions from individual contributors without any normalization processing (basically, as provided and interpreted). The Compound database is derived from Substance through automated structure standardization protocols that verify whether structures are chemically sensible (i.e., rooted in physical reality), recognize equivalent chemicals between depositors, and generate a preferred chemical representation. This allows for aggregating information between contributors by mapping substances (and their associated information) to the corresponding standardized compound record. An example of the resulting 'many-to-one' relationship arising from the standardization process is shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The standardized structures in Compound are then used as the basis for further computation of basic chemical properties and 3-D conformations \[[@CR86]--[@CR88]\].Fig. 6Substance to Compound relationship for guanine. In total, 153 entries in Substance are standardized to and mapped to the structure for CID 764. **a** Eight representative SIDs with non-identical structures that get standardized to guanine. No explicit hydrogen atoms were provided for (i), (ii), (iv), (v) and (viii). Hydrogen atoms are depicted as deposited for (iii), (vi) and (vii). **b** Standardized structure of Guanine (CID 764)

The PubChem structure standardization protocols are built on top of the OpenEye Scientific Software, Inc. C++ toolkits \[[@CR89]--[@CR92]\]. As outlined in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and described in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section, the standardization process consists of two major phases (structure verification and structure normalization), which can be further divided into nine steps.Fig. 7PubChem structure standardization protocols. For detailed descriptions of each step, see the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section *Verify element*, which evaluates the validity of specified element and isotopic information.*Verify hydrogen*, which performs adjustments to implicit hydrogen counts, as necessary.*Verify functional groups*, which puts diverse functional group representations into a preferred form.*Verify valence*, which evaluates connectivity and charge information per atom using a dictionary of allowed valences.*Standardize annotations*, which removes perceived PubChem-specific bond type annotations.*Standardize valence bond form*, which generates a canonical tautomer representation of the structure.*Standardize aromaticity*, which determines a canonical Kekulé structure.*Standardize stereochemistry*, which evaluates available information about stereocenters and attempts a canonical configuration.*Standardize explicit hydrogens*, which converts implicit hydrogen counts to explicit hydrogen atoms in the molecular graph. The present study describes each of these steps and presents examples for success as well as failure of the employed method. This study provides a global view of structures deposited in PubChem by analyzing structural redundancy before and after standardization. For this purpose, we compare the frequency of unique non-standardized structures and their corresponding standardized counterparts. The results are compared to those obtained from the normalization procedure performed in the generation of IUPAC International Chemical Identifiers (InChIs) \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\] used elsewhere for compound registration \[[@CR93]\], the reduction of database redundancy \[[@CR94]\], and chemical data linking approaches.

Results and discussion {#Sec2}
======================

Standardization success rates {#Sec3}
-----------------------------

Success and modification rates during standardization are presented in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The version of PubChem Substance used in this study contained 116,641,122 entries (from January 2013). Not all substances had fully defined structures. A total of 1,246,584 records in Substance (1.1%) contain chemical structures that have at least one arbitrarily defined atom ('pseudo'-atom). In 10,724,749 cases (9.2%) no structure was deposited, and of these, 95.1% had a structure assigned ('auto-generated') using a chemical name (please note that this is not performed by default and it enables structure-less resources with chemical information to be integrated with PubChem). When no chemical structure is provided for a chemical substance, three different strategies are used for automated structure assignment by chemical name: (1) if the deposited substance contains a direct reference to an existing CID (e.g., "CID2244"), the corresponding structure is used; (2) if a chemical name is an annotated MeSH \[[@CR95]\] synonym (e.g., "aspirin"), the structure assigned by PubChem to that name is used; and (3) name-to-structure conversion is performed using the OpenEye Lexichem Toolkit \[[@CR92]\] (e.g., "1,2-dichloroethane"). If a non-conflicting chemical structure can be assigned by one of these three approaches (applied in the order mentioned), it is used as the chemical structure for the substance during standardization processing. Only 4.9% of the entries with no deposited structure have no structural information associated (a total of 528,484 substances). Entries with no structural information, auto-generated structures, and incompletely specified structures were not considered in the analysis of standardization protocols. The remaining 104,669,789 structures (89.7% of substance records) were subject to PubChem's standardization approach and reported herein. Standardization was successful in 99.6% of all processed cases with a success rate of 99.8% for organic structures (only containing the ten organic elements: H, C, N, O, F, P, S, Cl, Br, and I), 98.1% for inorganic structures (only containing non-organic elements) and 94.3% for mixed structures (containing both organic and inorganic atoms). Only 0.4% of all cases (organic: 0.3%; inorganic: 1.9%; mixed: 5.7%) were rejected.Fig. 8Standardization statistics. The version of PubChem Substance used in this study contains 116,641,122 deposited substances. Almost 90% of those entries contain fully specified structures. The majority of these are organic. The average standardization success rate is 99.64% with 44.43% of successfully standardizing structures getting modified in the process

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} lists the absolute rates of standardization failures for each step and each of the classes organic, inorganic and mixed. Most standardization failures are caused by invalid specifications of atomic information in the structure verification phase of standardization (i.e., the *Verify Element* and *Verify Valence* steps) (97.2% of all 376,355 rejected substances). A total of 141 substances are excluded from further processing because of an invalid combination of element and isotopic specification, and 365,485 substances fail the verification of atomic valences using an internal valence knowledgebase \[provided as supporting information in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (see the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section)\]. A typical example for the first case is "^4^Th" (thorium isotope with atomic mass 4 Da; SID 137288627). The known thorium isotopes have masses between 208 and 238 \[[@CR96]\]; isotope ^232^Th has natural abundance of 100% \[[@CR97]\]. The specified atomic mass of 4 Da is not among the known isotopes, consequently the atom is rejected and the substance fails standardization. Inspecting the original SDF file associated with this particular SID suggests an explanation for this unusual isotope: Using SDF format, isotopic information can be specified in two ways: (1) as part of the atom block as a delta value (i.e., a difference) to the most abundant isotope; and (2) in the properties block using the prefix 'M ISO' as an absolute value if it differs from the isotope that has highest natural abundance \[[@CR21]\]. In the case of SID 137288627, method (2) was used with a value that would be appropriate for method (1), referring to ^236^Th. In total, 44 of the standardization failures in *Verify Element* are such mono-atomic substances. While fixable in this specific case, a generalized rule (which may do more harm than good) does not exist to correct this issue and the substance structure is rejected (i.e., not assigned a CID) as being invalid.Table 1Standardization rejection ratesOrganicInorganicMixedTotalNumber of substances102,428,68853,0972,188,004104,669,789Verify element1071420141Verify hydrogens--------Verify functional groups--------Verify valence242,615836122,034365,485Standardize annotations------Standardize valence bond8245165183310,243Standardize aromaticity------Standardize stereochemistry------Standardize explicit hydrogens458--28486Rejected substances251,4251015123,915376,355Rejection rate0.25%1.91%5.66%0.36%Successfully standardized substances102,177,26352,0822,064,089104,293,434Success rate99.75%98.09%94.34%99.64%Listed in the table is the absolute number of rejected substances for every step of the PubChem standardization protocol and the total as well as the overall standardization rejection rate for every structure class (organic, inorganic, mixed) as applied to the PubChem Substance database

An example of invalid valences is shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a. SID 479450 contains two oxygen atoms that engage each in two σ and two π bonds, resulting in an oxygen valence of 4. The PubChem valence list does not allow tetra-valent oxygen, so the structure is rejected in the *Verify Valence* step. The original author of the depiction may have meant to imply a specialized interaction but it is not completely clear what was meant. Another example for a prominent valence violation is shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b: SID 8021026 contains a penta-valent carbon atom. This may represent a simple mistake or a bizarre aromaticity Kekulization algorithm error (usually where an algorithm goes bad or where the molecule was aromatized by one algorithm but then Kekulized by another). As such, it is not clear what the original intent was without additional information and the structure is rejected. In total, 72,743 substances failing this step contain such pentavalent carbon atoms (many being likely aromaticity Kekulization errors by algorithms where an extra double bond is added, corrupting the molecule through the loss of a hydrogen molecule) (it is worth noting, and rather troubling, that structure-corrupting aromaticity Kekulization errors by algorithms involve addition or loss of a double bond in "typical" organic molecules. *These can be very hard to detect* when they do not cause a valence violation).Fig. 9Standardization failure examples. Each structure is shown as it enters the respective standardization step, including modifications from previous steps. **a** SID 479450 contains two tetra-valent oxygen atoms (indicated by arrows) and fails the verification of atomic valences. **b** SID 8021026 contains a penta-valent carbon atom (indicated by arrow) and fails the verification of atomic valences as well. **c** SID 235635 contains two adjacent nitrogen atoms that both have a positive charge (indicated by arrows). A post-processing evaluation in the determination of a canonical tautomer lets structures fail if they have neighboring charges of the same type

A total of 10,243 substances are rejected during the determination of a canonical tautomer in the *Standardize Valence Bond* step. The reasons for this can be very simple, as shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}c for SID 235635. A final structure sanity check tests for identical charge types on adjacent atoms and rejects structures that test positive. One can look at these as edge cases, whereby the structural representation becomes corrupted in some way. With such diverse structural content, while such cases are potentially fixable (e.g., by means of adjusting hydrogen count or removal of a charge), it usually is a sign of some other molecule corruption or oddity that should be rejected for later manual inspection.

During the conversion of implicit hydrogen atom counts to explicit hydrogen atoms (in the *Standardize Explicit Hydrogens* step), 486 substances are rejected. In most cases the affected structures are oligonucleotides. The addition of explicit hydrogen atoms to the molecule can result in those structures exceeding the current PubChem atom/bond limit of 999 (while not a technical limit, it is a 'line in the sand' defining a 'small molecule' project scope that may be changed in the future given the increasing number of therapeutic, chemically-modified biopolymers). This restriction mimics the limits of the MDL V2000 MOL file format for chemical structures. Exemplary substances are SID 596521 (a hammerhead ribozyme) and SID 596662 (Ampligen with Amphotericin B).

A structure failing standardization is not necessarily a shortcoming of the standardization approach. In most cases, the rejection of a chemical structure indicates that it does not comply with known/common chemical configurations. Without additional information indicating the original intent of the scientist, the chemical substances cannot be readily normalized and, consequently, are not mapped to a compound. Conflicting or ambiguous chemical structure drawing conventions add a barrier to the creation of normalization rules, as what may correct in one case may corrupt in another.

Modification rates {#Sec4}
------------------

We monitored structure modifications during standardization by comparing de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES generated before and after each standardization step, as described in the "[Standardization modification tracking](#Sec30){ref-type="sec"}" subsection of the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section. We did not include data obtained from structures that eventually were rejected during standardization.

Of the 104,293,434 substances successfully passing the standardization process, 55.5% were not modified at all. The remaining 44.5% were altered in at least one of the standardization steps. The exact numbers per standardization step are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The steps *Verify Element* and *Verify Valence* evaluate the validity of atom configurations in the molecular structure (as opposed to make changes). Consequently, no structures were modified in those steps. The *Standardize Annotations* step deals with PubChem internal bond annotation that cannot be reflected in SMILES; therefore, no structure modifications could be detected in this step, either.Table 2Standardization modification ratesOrganicInorganicMixedTotal(102,177,263 successfully standardized substances)(52,082 successfully standardized substances)(2,064,089 successfully standardized substances)(104,293,434 successfully standardized substances)Modified substancesExclusively modified SubstancesModified substancesExclusively modified SubstancesModified substancesExclusively modified SubstancesModified substancesExclusively modified SubstancesVerify element------------00Verify hydrogens228,65449,436----68,6292598297,28352,034Verify functional groups226,89066,91116801678296,446121,551525,016190,140Verify valence------------00Standardize annotations------------00Standardize valence bond37,258,3409,643,776----463,84797,46337,722,1879,741,239Standardize aromaticity38,305,29111,510,0812--444,85180,66638,750,14411,590,747Standardize stereochemistry17,614,1669,738,948----597,317407,02218,211,48310,145,970Standardize explicit hydrogens31908----358013677021Modified substances45,307,33816801,064,29546,373,313Modification rate44.34%3.23%51.56%44.46%Provided is the number of substances that is modified in each standardization step on the PubChem Substance database as well as the number of substances that is modified exclusively in a given step. The total numbers of substances for every substance class (organic, inorganic, mixed) differ from those provided in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} because structures rejected by standardization were not included in the modification analysis

In the *Verify Hydrogens* step, the (implicit) hydrogen atom counts in 297,283 substances (0.3% of successfully standardized substances and 0.6% of modified substances during standardization) were adjusted to obtain chemically-valid structures. No inorganic substance was modified in this step.

The *Verify Functional Groups* step changed the configuration of functional groups in 525,016 substances (0.5% of standardized substances, 1.1% of modified substances). As described in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section, this step normalizes non-standard configurations of common functional groups to preferred representations based on a set of 34 standardization rules. The adjustment rates for every rule (as described in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section) are presented in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Note that, for convenience, each rule is designated with an integer called a transformation index. In the cases of tri-valent oxygen, penta-valent nitrogen and tetra-valent nitrogen, the total number of matched cases is higher than that of adjusted substances: 60,710 substances with tri-valent oxygen atoms are identified, but only 2442 of them needed adjustment. None of those is the special case of carbon monoxide; this compound was already configured as ^−^C≡O^+^ whenever it was encountered. Penta-valent nitrogen was identified in 112,477 substances and modified in all of them. Tetra-valent nitrogen was identified in 9,090,309 substances, at least one rule was applied in 78,414 cases. Highlighted in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} are cases when non-standard bonds (i.e., complex, ionic, and dative bonds) are set. In total, ionic bonds are added in 187,481 substances, complex bonds in 223,467 substances and dative bonds in 3 substances.Fig. 10Functional group standardization statistics. A total of 522,757 substances is modified in the *Verify Functional Groups* step, which normalizes non-standard functional group configurations to preferred ones based on a set of standardization rules, each of which is designated with an integer called a "transformation index" for convenience. The total number of substances modified in this step is smaller than the sum of functional group transformations because multiple changes can be performed in the same structure. Nine standardization rules set ionic bonds (8, 9, 10, 22-27), one sets complex bonds (15---the processing of transition metals), and two set dative bonds (11, 28). Rule 13 is not used, indicating that carbon monoxide is only encountered in the correct configuration

The *Standardize Valence Bond* step performs the identification of a canonical tautomer. Consequently, the resonance form may be altered in this step and then again in a later, separate canonicalization. In addition, this step can change bond orders as well as alter hydrogen counts and formal charges. A total of 37,722,187 substances were affected by this step (36.2% of standardized substances, 81.3% of modified substances). The remaining 63.8% of standardized substances were not altered in this step, meaning that they either did not exhibit tautomerism or were already the preferred tautomeric form selected by the PubChem standardization procedure. Therefore, the detected change in 36% of substances may be considered a "lower bound" for the fraction of chemical structures that show some form of tautomerism. This is noteworthy as it is greater than the results obtained in some earlier studies (0.5% \[[@CR48]\], 26% \[[@CR49]\], 30% \[[@CR50]\]).

To get a more accurate estimate for the fraction of structures subject to tautomerism, a more detailed analysis was performed by keeping track of the numbers of tautomers that were generated for every covalently-connected component in every substance (there can be multiple components per substance. Only components with two or more non-hydrogen atoms were considered. Otherwise, they skip this standardization step). Of the 104,293,434 standardized substances, 66,053,812 contained at least one component for which more than one tautomer were generated and evaluated during the valence bond canonicalization step. This means that 63.3% of Substance records show some form of tautomerism, but this number does not consider the redundancy in the Substance database. When multiple substances with the same fully-standardized structure (identified by comparing their de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES) are counted only once, 28,417,846 of 45,808,881 unique standardization results (62%) generated more than one tautomer during standardization. This result is comparable to that of the study by Sitzmann et al. \[[@CR38]\], estimating more than 67% of chemical structures being affected by tautomerism.

The number of tautomers generated for a substance was also computed as the sum of those per-component counts (note: the maximum count of tautomers per component is 250,000. In addition, some components are limited to 25,000, while yet others are prevented from having any tautomers due to memory or computational expense. See the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section for more details). The resulting per-substance counts of generated tautomers are summarized in the binned histogram found in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. In total, 96,421,574 substances (92.5% of standardized substances) were standardized with up to 10 tautomers generated in this processing step. However, the majority (61.2%) of all 8,781,184,002 tautomers generated during the standardization of Substance originated from the 23,778 substances that give rise to between 100,001 and 1,000,000 tautomer forms. The largest number of generated tautomers per substance is one million. The structure of one of those cases (SID 30283854) as it enters valence bond canonicalization is shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. Each of the four components (with two or more atoms) reaches the enumeration limit of 250,000 tautomers due to negatively charged carbon atoms being allowed in the processing step. Note that this substance is a coordination complex, containing inorganic centers bonded with organic ligands. Most cheminformatics approaches for chemical structure representation cannot adequately handle inorganic and organometallic molecules, which is considered as an unresolved challenge in cheminformatics. With that said, this issue is exemplified by SID 30283854 and other inorganic and organometallic molecules discussed in this paper.Fig. 11Binned tautomer counts per substance. Histogram is non-cumulative. The first data series (blue) shows how many substances have the respective range of tautomers generated during valence bond canonicalization. The second data series (red) indicates the total number of tautomers generated for those substances in the tautomer count range Fig. 12Example for a substance with the highest number of generated tautomers. Shown is SID 30283854 as it enters the step *Standardize Valence Bond Form*. Dashed lines indicate complex bonds as set in *Verify Functional Groups*. Zr and Cl ions skip valence bond canonicalization. Each one of the non-monoatomic connected components reaches the limit of 250,000 generated tautomers. In total, 1 million tautomers are generated during the standardization of this substance, with none of them being considered preferred over the original one by the standardization protocol

After the identification of a canonical valence bond form, a canonical resonance structure is determined in the step *Standardize Aromaticity*. In 38,750,144 cases, we detected the generation of an alternate Kekulé structure. In this step, aromaticity is perceived and annotated in 96,003,930 substances (92.1% of all successfully standardized substances), indicating that this fraction of structures in Substance has 'aromatic' structural elements in the employed perception model. Of the 45,808,881 unique structures after standardization, 41,614,562 (90.8%) contain aromatic systems under the perception model employed in this study.

The *Standardize Stereochemistry* step modified 18,211,483 substances. In 18,067,088 cases, stereo annotation was added to substances that did not have any prior to this standardization step (e.g., to annotate unspecified stereocenters). In 28,327 cases, existing stereochemistry annotation was modified (e.g., placing the stereo wedge on a different bond). In 116,068 substances, annotated stereochemistry was identified as being incorrect and removed \[e.g., non-stereogenic Cahn--Ingold--Prelog (CIP)-type centers\]. In 6,082,156 substances, existing annotation of stereochemistry was not changed. In total, after this step, 24,177,571 substances had annotated stereochemistry.

The *Standardize Explicit Hydrogens* step affected 6770 substances (0.006% of successfully standardized substances, and 0.015% of modified substances). Here, changes in the de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES, which we used for the detection of modifications, can be the result of two effects. First, the standard valence model gets re-applied to the structures, prior to the conversion of implicit hydrogen atom counts to explicit atoms. Second, hydrogen atoms adjacent to chiral atoms are represented as explicit '\[H\]' in the SMILES strings.

A modification rate of 44.5% in successfully standardized substances (44.3% for organic, 3.2% for inorganic, 51.6% for mixed substances) indicates that almost half of all deposited structures in PubChem are modified by algorithms to provide a consistent structure representation. The standardized structures are used to determine structure equivalency to create unique entries in PubChem Compound and map the original substances (using their SIDs) to the corresponding CIDs. It is important to note that contributed substances are kept in their original state, allowing PubChem standardization rules to be changed as a function of time and re-applied to the original content. This is especially important to keep the original intent and to avoid corruption of structural content that sometimes occurs with coding errors or methodology shortcomings.

Standardization time statistics {#Sec5}
-------------------------------

We kept track of the elapsed time spent in each standardization step for each substance. The minimum observed standardization time is 7.99 × 10^−5^ s for SID 42981423 (^81^Sr). All mono-atomic substances have comparable standardization times: the average for standardizing cases is 1.25 × 10^−4^ s with sample standard deviation 3.08 × 10^−3^ and maximum 7.01 × 10^−1^ s (SID 109456853, a phosphorous atom). Measured processing times vary due to the conditions on the heterogenous (many processor types), shared (many different users) compute cluster used for our study and the fact that we could only track wall (actual elapsed) time. The top five substances with the longest standardization time (maximum time 160 min) are presented in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}. In all five cases, valence bond canonicalization dominated total standardization time (see below for further discussion on filtering out long running cases.) Structures shown in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}b--e contain charged carbon species that have a major impact on this step. As described in detail in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section, charged carbon atoms are not considered during valence bond canonicalization unless they are present in the structure prior to this step. If charged atom types are allowed during the tautomer enumeration, it dramatically increases the number of enumerated tautomeric structures. The analogue case for positively charged nitrogen occurs for SID 143137591, with a maximum standardization time of 9648 s (Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}a). Tautomer enumeration cases resulting in excessive run time are manually limited or completely suppressed from this step periodically by means of examining processing logs. As such, statistics reported here are a lower bound with thousands of cases limited or excluded from analysis. The structures from Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} had yet to be placed into these excluded and limited cases but help to emphasize the issue as to why they are necessary (see Additional files [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} for a list of excluded and limited cases, respectively, represented as SMILES). Nearly all cases contain conjugated systems with either positively or negatively charged (carbon) atoms.Fig. 13Top-five substances with highest standardization times. Dotted lines indicate complex bonds that were set in conjunction with charges on connected atoms. Shown are fully standardized structures. **a** SID 143137591, 9648 s; **b** SID 142254533, 7555 s; **c** SID 143474510, 3094 s; **d** SID 143474488, 2231 s; **e** SID 138154965, 1187 s

A binned overview of the standardization time for individual substances is presented in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}a. The average standardization time is 0.0192 s, with a standard deviation of 1.6205 s. Standardization takes less than 0.001 s for 10.9% of all substances. Most substances (86.8%) have a standardization time between 0.001 and 0.01 s. Consequently, 97.7% of all substances take less than 0.01 s to standardize. The percentile/percentile plot presented in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}b illustrates that the remaining 2.3% of substances have a standardization time of more than 0.01 s and completely dominate the total time spent in standardization across all substances. Put another way, \~ 98% of all substances can be standardized using only 10% of total standardization time, with an average standardization time of 0.0019 s (standard deviation of 0.0012 s). Conversely, 90% of the standardization time is spent on only \~ 2% of substances.Fig. 14Standardization time statistics. Time was measured as wall time on a mixed-use, heterogeneous compute cluster. **a** Per substance standardization time as non-cumulative histogram. For each bin, the lower (inclusive) and upper (exclusive) boundary is provided. Making the step from s to min, a value of 0.17 min equals 10 s. **b** Cumulative standardization time per substance (sorted by ascending standardization time). 10% of total standardization time is spent on 97.95% of all substances. Within those 97.95%, the average standardization time is 0.0019 s (± 0.0012 s). **c** Average contribution to per substance standardization time per standardization step. Standardization steps are numbered by roman numerals: verify element (I), verify hydrogen (II), verify functional groups (III), verify valence (IV), standardize annotations (V), standardize valence bond form (VI), standardize aromaticity (VII), standardize stereochemistry (VIII), standardize explicit hydrogens (IX). For each substance, the time necessary for standardization is dominated by step (VI), which performs valence bond canonicalization (44 ± 12%)

To demonstrate the relative time per standardization step that consumes the most time, all individual per-step standardization times were normalized to the total standardization time of the particular substance. The resulting average percentages are presented in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}c. The steps *Verify Element*, *Verify Valence* and *Standardize Annotations* perform no modifications of the molecular graph (instead, they filter out 'bad' chemical structures). Consequently, they consume the least amount of time with averages of 0.1%, 3.1% and 0.4% of the time that is used per substance, respectively. The *Verify Hydrogen* step involves the conversion of non-special (e.g., non-isotopic and without stereo-wedge or formal charge), explicit hydrogen atoms into implicit hydrogen. On average, this step consumes 5.9% of the standardization time per structure. The *Verify Functional Groups* step comprises the repeated matching of substructure queries against the molecular graph. Detecting subgraph isomorphisms is an inherently complex problem \[[@CR98]\], but due to the small size of substructure queries, the complexity does not fully manifest and the average fraction of per substance standardization time is 5.2%. Most of the standardization time is spent for valence bond canonicalization (in the *Standardize Valence Bond Form* step), with 44.0% of the per substance standardization time. The major computation expense is due, in part, to the approach used. It is not just focused on generation of a canonical tautomer. Rather, it performs a canonic walk through (potentially) many possible tautomeric forms and uses a tautomer scoring function to provide the "best" tautomer representation, as described in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section.

Just like the generation of a canonical tautomer, the standardization of aromaticity is a global operation on the molecular graph. Consequently, it is more time consuming than the initial local checks of substructure representations and accounts for 15.5% of the per substance standardization time on average. The standardization of stereochemistry relies on the computation of atomic symmetry classes, which is an iterative procedure on the entire molecular graph. On average, it takes 17.2% of the per substance standardization time. The *Standardize Explicit Hydrogens* step consumes 8.6% of per substance standardization time, a comparable amount of time to its inverse, *Verify Hydrogen*.

In general, the described standardization workflow and its implementation are rather efficient. Only 0.4% of cases take longer than 0.1 s to be individually processed. Yet, those comparatively few cases are responsible for the highest fraction of total standardization time. Steps that involve only atom-wise checks and manipulations are faster than global operations on the molecular graph. Valence bond canonicalization is the most time-consuming step and is a good target for further optimization.

Unique structure analysis {#Sec6}
-------------------------

The effect of standardization on the number of unique structures is clearly noticeable. Before standardization, the 104,293,434 standardizing substances contain 53,574,724 unique structures as assessed by de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES, generated as described in the "[Standardization modification tracking](#Sec30){ref-type="sec"}" subsection in the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section. This number is reduced to 45,808,881 unique chemical structures after standardization (a reduction of 14.5%). Histograms comparing the frequencies of unique structures before and after standardization are shown in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}a, b; frequency differences are illustrated in Fig. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}a. There are 34,220,500 singletons in Substance (substances that do not have a duplicate). Standardization reduces that number to 24,794,553 (a reduction of 27.5%). The top five most frequent structures before standardization are: (1) sulfuric acid in the protonated form (occurs 10,762 times); (2) glycerol (occurs 8055 times); (3) Zn^2+^ (occurs 7826 times); (4) Mg^2+^ (occurs 7332 times); and (5) Ca^2+^ (occurs 6557 times). After standardization, the occurrences of these top five most frequent structures remain unchanged, except for glycerol, which occurs two additional times (SIDs 129634019 and 135768721) (in these two substances, the central carbon atom was erroneously configured as a stereocenter, which was corrected by PubChem standardization). After standardization, all substances describing the same chemical structure get mapped to the same CID.Fig. 15Structure duplicate frequencies in PubChem. Structure equivalency determined by de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES before standardization (**a**), after PubChem standardization (**b**) and by standard InChIs (**c**). The x-axis indicates the number of duplicates per structure, *Y*-axis the frequency of this number of duplicates. Plots are double-logarithmic for clarity to emphasize the region of low duplicate counts where the highest differences occur Fig. 16Differences in structure duplicate frequencies. **a** Frequency differences between before and after standardization, structure equivalency determined by de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES; **b** frequency differences between PubChem standardization and InChI normalization. X-axis indicates the number of duplicates per structure, *Y*-axis the frequency of this number of duplicates. Plots are double-logarithmic for clarity to emphasize the region of low duplicate counts where the largest differences occur

Comparison to InChI-derived structure {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------

We repeated the analysis of unique structures based on the standard IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI) \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\] (see Fig. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}) (note: all future reference to InChI normalization refers to standard InChI normalization, which sets specific InChI normalization flags). InChIs could be generated for 104,668,823 substances (99.9991% of all substances that were subjected to the PubChem standardization protocols). These include 375,397 substances (Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}) that are rejected by PubChem standardization for the following reasons:Fig. 17Comparison between PubChem standardization and InChI Normalization 141 failing substances do not pass the initial check of element specifications during PubChem standardization due to invalid isotope specifications. InChI describes the given isotope as delta value to the most common isotope in the '/i' layer. In this process, it seems to accept isotope specifications that are rejected by PubChem standardization (this was verified using the InChI executables: For a wide range of isotopes rejected by PubChem, the difference to the most common isotope is still encoded in the InChI. In the case of very high differences to the most common isotope, isotope specification is omitted in the generated InChI).In most cases (364,946 substances), those substances fail the PubChem valence check (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}).In 10,243 cases, substances are rejected in PubChem standardization after valence bond canonicalization for identical charges on adjacent atoms or invalid valences.The PubChem standardization protocols rejects 65 substances due to the limit of 999 explicit atoms. The list of the 375,397 substances rejected by PubChem standardization and the list of the 364,946 substances that failed the PubChem valence check are provided as supplementary materials (Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} and [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}, respectively). On the other hand, InChI generation failed only in 966 cases in total. Of those, 7 substances passed PubChem standardization. These cases (SIDs 137568629, 140131081, 141166371, 141907841, 142624099, 142915261 and 143373736) involve multiple interactions between organic, metal, alkali metal and transition metal atoms represented as single covalent bonds in the deposited structures. PubChem standardization converts them to complex bonds, whereas InChI normalization fails. The remaining 959 substances fail in PubChem standardization as well as InChI normalization. These are macromolecular structures (e.g., ribozymes or siRNAs) or have multiple invalid valences as illustrated by the odd structure in Fig. [18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 18Example structure rejected by InChI normalization and PubChem standardization. SID 7822769 contains various invalid valences and therefore is rejected by both approaches

In total, 44,173,224 different structures can be distinguished by their InChIs generated from substances. The histogram of numbers of duplicate structures after InChI normalization is presented in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}c, which is analogous to Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}b for PubChem standardization. The difference in duplicate structure frequencies between PubChem standardization and standard InChI normalization is illustrated in Fig. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}b. The top five most frequent structures after standard InChI normalization are identical with those after PubChem standardization. The occurrence of sulfuric acid diverges from that obtained from PubChem standardization (10,768 instead of 10,762 times). The additional six substances and standardization results are presented in Fig. [19](#Fig19){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 19Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures---protonation. Sulfuric acid is the most commonly deposited structure in PubChem. The structures shown in **a** with their SIDs are normalized to the protonated form of sulfuric acid **b** by InChI normalization but not by PubChem standardization, which does not alter them at all

With the increasing popularity of InChI as a chemical representation, some cheminformatics software packages provide the functionality to covert InChI strings into chemical structures. One may wonder how different PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures are \[here, the InChI-derived structures refer to the structures generated from standard InChI strings using the GetStructFromINCHI() function in the InChI API library\]. Therefore, the PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures of the 104,293,426 substances that passed both procedures (see Fig. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}) were compared with each other by using the de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES strings converted from them. This approach can be likened to Kekulization of an aromatic SMILES. Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures can be manifest in two ways, disagreement on which structures are the same and preference for a structural form. However, complicating a thorough analysis is that the conversion of a standard InChI string into a chemical structure can be problematic, yielding a structure with a different charge or tautomeric state or, especially in the case of metals, missing bonds found in the original structure. As a result, this subsequent analysis helps to identify differences between the PubChem-standardized structure and InChI-derived chemical structure.

For 60.5% (63,066,980 cases) of all the 104,293,426 substances considered, the SMILES strings for PubChem-standardized structures were different from those for InChI-derived structures. To identify differences between the PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures, these 63,066,980 InChI-derived structures were subjected to the PubChem standardization protocols and 67.9% (42,842,253 substances) of them yielded the same results as PubChem standardization of the original structures (this means that, although the InChI-derived structure was different, it was the same structure but in a different preferred structural form. In other words, PubChem and InChI normalization approaches agree on structure identity). Structural modifications during the re-processing of the 42,842,253 InChI-derived structures were tracked using de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES and are presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. For the further analysis of differences between InChI normalization and PubChem standardization we focused on substances that were first modified in a specific standardization step to exclude modifications that were caused by the result of a previous standardization step.Table 3Modification frequencies in PubChem standardization applied to standard InChI-derived chemical structuresModified substances^a^Exclusively modified substances^b^First modified substances^c^Verify element------Verify hydrogen205,31836,634205,318Verify functional groups4,759,458578,7504,653,740Verify valence------Standardize annotations------Standardize valence bond form42,107,60637,882,11537,882,174Standardize aromaticity28,150,79810,095101,021Standardize stereochemistry90,42490,36490,364Standardize explicit hydrogens1558547547For each standardization step on the PubChem substance database, three different substance counts are provided^a^The total number of substances that are modified in a standardization step^b^The number of substances that are only modified in the indicated standardization step and not in any of the others^c^The number of substances that are first modified in the indicated standardization step without having been modified in any of the previous steps

Modifications in *Verify Hydrogen* and *Standardize Explicit Hydrogens* indicate differences between valence models used in PubChem standardization and InChI normalization. This leads to changes in the number of hydrogen atoms associated with and/or adjacent to an atom. Examples are shown in Fig. [20](#Fig20){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 20Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures---valence models. Examples illustrate modifications from InChI-derived structures applied in *Verify Hydrogen* (**a**) and *Standardize Explicit Hydrogen* (**b**) during PubChem standardization. **a** SID 1300. State in (i) as deposited. InChI-derived structure results in alternate Kekulé structure (ii). Subsequent PubChem standardization adds positive charge to tetra-valent nitrogen in step *Verify Hydrogen* (iii). The final result of PubChem standardization is shown in (iv). **b** SID 576083. State in (i) as deposited. Standard InChI-derived structure disconnects nitrogen and palladium as well as palladium and oxygen and places charges as appropriate (ii). During subsequent PubChem standardization, two hydrogen atoms are added to each oxygen atom (iii). The result of original PubChem standardization is shown in (iv). Even though (iii) does not possess the complex bonds between nitrogen, palladium and oxygen, the SMILES strings generated for the structures in (iii) and (iv) are identical

The *Verify Functional Groups* step performs template-based structural alterations. Analogous to Figs. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [21](#Fig21){ref-type="fig"} shows the statistics for the usage of each transformation rule as invoked during the PubChem standardization of InChI-derived structures (for a description of the actual structure modification, see the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section). Many substance modifications involve differing preference for functional groups. The most prominent of these involve nitro groups: the InChI-derived N(=O)=O configuration as compared to the PubChem \[N+\](=O)--\[O--\] (4,625,069 substances, 22.8% of the total, are affected). The modification rules defining non-standard bond types are used less when applied to InChI-derived structures. This seems logical, as bonds to metal atoms are broken during standard InChI generation.Fig. 21Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures---functional groups. The y-axis indicates the number of affected substances (not the absolute number of modifications in a substance) in the *Verify Functional Groups* step during the PubChem standardization of InChI-derived structures. Transformation indices represent respective standardization rules used to normalize non-standard functional group configurations (see the "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section). All non-visible bars indicate zero affected substances

A total of 37,882,174 substances were first modified in the *Standardize Valence Bond Form* step. As shown in Fig. [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"}, they can be grouped into four classes according to the type of modifications made to them in this step. Due to the similarities of kekulization and tautomer canonicalization, some modifications were merely to different Kekulé structures, corresponding to 4,451,195 substances (11.8% of the 37,882,174 substances).Fig. 22Analysis of 37,882,174 substances first modified in the Standardize Valence Bond Form step during PubChem standardization of InChI-derived structures. Modifications made in this step can be tracked by comparing the de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES of InChI-derived structures and PubChem-standardized structures. RDB stands for the count of ring double bonds, and RDB^PubChem^ and RDB^InChI^ are the RDB counts for PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures, respectively, emphasizing the tautomer scoring approach in PubChem for exocyclic double bonds

The most common modifications in the *Standardize Valence Bond Form* step was conversion between different tautomers (Fig. [23](#Fig23){ref-type="fig"}), observed in 30,383,494 structures (80.2% of the 37,882,174 substances). Figure [24](#Fig24){ref-type="fig"} lists five types of tautomeric conversions tracked using SMARTS strings. Noticeably, conversion from amides to imidic acids, which has been known as the characteristic of InChI-derived chemical structure \[[@CR99]\], was most frequently observed (28,496,830 substances), followed by analogous conversion from thioamides and amidine (1,668,107 and 1,055,158 substances, respectively). Interconversion between different tautomeric states for the guanidine and nitrous amide groups was observed in 373,221 structures and 1132 substances, respectively (note: while InChI would appear to make odd choices, e.g., for imines over amides, the InChI is a descriptor. It is not intended to be used as a file format type. InChI-derived chemical structures were never intended to be viewed by scientists, being a canonic representation. On the other hand, PubChem-standardized structures are very visible, forcing care to be taken to pick a canonical structural form that reflects chemist preferences\].Fig. 23Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures---tautomeric preference in functional groups. Examples for tautomeric preferences of characteristic functional groups. **a** Amide (SID 75764); **b** Thioamide (SID 108898); **c** Amidine (SID 132494); **d** Functional groups and their preferences can occur simultaneously (SID 5856091). In all cases: (i) InChI-derived structure; (ii) structure after subsequent PubChem standardization Fig. 24Five types of tautomeric state differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures. The difference in tautomeric states between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures are identified using SMARTS. Crossed double bonds are used to indicate stereogenic double bonds with undefined cis/trans configuration

Still, 3,047,485 substances remain unaffected by the investigated differences (i.e., in terms of Kekulé structures and tautomeric preferences) (Fig. [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"}). Examples of these cases, as shown in Fig. [25](#Fig25){ref-type="fig"}, reveal a tendency of PubChem standardization to keep double bonds in ring systems. Unequal counts of ring double bonds (RDBs) between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures were observed in 2,204,053 substances (5.8% of the 37,882,174 substances) first modified in the *Standardize Valence Bond Form* step (Fig. [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"}). Among them, 1,627,520 substances had more RDBs in PubChem-standardized structures, and 576,533 substances had more RDBs in InChI-derived structures, revealing that PubChem standardization tends to generate more RDBs than InChI-derived structures. This observation was closely related to how differently exocyclic terminal oxygens are configured in PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures (i.e., whether they are single- or double-bonded), because more RDBs are generated when exocyclic terminal oxygens are configured to be *single* bonded. For example, 1,027,027 of the 1,627,520 substances with more RDBs in PubChem-standardized structures contained exocyclic terminal oxygen atoms. In 11,270 of these 1,027,027 cases, PubChem standardization resulted in more of those oxygen atoms being single-bonded, whereas InChI-derived structures generated more single-bonded exocyclic oxygens only in 566 cases. In the majority (1,015,191 cases, or 98.85%), the numbers of single-bonded exocyclic oxygen atoms were identical. On the other hand, of the 576,533 substances for which InChI normalization generated more RDBs, 558,487 substances contained exocyclic terminal oxygen atoms. In 513,567 of these cases, InChI-derived structures resulted in more of those oxygen atoms being single-bonded; in no case did PubChem standardization generated a structure with more single-bonded oxygen atoms. Only in 44,920 cases, the number of single-bonded exocyclic oxygen atoms is the same for both PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures.Fig. 25Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures---cyclic double bonds. Examples for preference of cyclic double bonds for PubChem standardization. **a** SID 1462; **b** SID 70471; **c** SID 78008. In all cases: (i) InChI-derived structure; (ii) structure after subsequent PubChem standardization

The remaining 843,432 substances first modified in the *Standardize Valence Bond Form* step (Fig. [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"}) had equal RDB counts for PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures. They are examples of longer-range proton transfers as shown in Fig. [26](#Fig26){ref-type="fig"} (note that non-standard InChI normalization allows for longer proton transfers over standard InChI\].Fig. 26Differences between PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures---tautomeric preference. Examples for tautomeric preferences not rooted in specific functional group preferences or the size of conjugated systems. **a** SID 1403; **b** SID 4970. **c** SID 468090. In all cases: (i) InChI-derived structure; (ii) structure after subsequent PubChem standardization

Differences noted during the *Standardize Aromaticity* step are rooted in the respective approaches used for the generation of a Kekulé structure. Quoting from the InChI technical manual, "the conversion of aromatic bonds to alternating single and double bonds is done through radical cancellation" \[[@CR13]\]. It means that each aromatic atom initially is represented as a radical. Electrons from neighboring such radicals are combined to an additional (pi) bond between them if permitted by their valence. Just as the related PubChem approach, the outcome of this procedure depends on the (canonical) processing order of atoms. This, and consequently the resulting Kekulé structure, cannot be expected to be equivalent between both approaches. However, as the input structures are already valid Kekulé structures without aromaticity perceived and annotated, the InChI-derived structure does not result in any changes of single and double bond patterns and the outcome of PubChem standardization applied to originally deposited structure and InChI-derived structure are identical.

Differences in *Standardize Stereochemistry* arise from diverging definitions of stereocenters. According to the InChI Technical Manual, P(\*)(\*)(\*)(=\*) is recognized as capable of supporting sp^3^ stereochemistry \[[@CR13]\]. In PubChem standardization this is not true in general, as certain combinations of ligands that exhibit mesomeric effects negate any annotated stereo configuration (see "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section). This results in a differing number of centers of tetrahedral stereochemistry as illustrated in Fig. [27](#Fig27){ref-type="fig"}a, b. The PubChem definition of stereocenters is based on (CIP-style) symmetry classes via OEChem. In some cases, this leads to loss of stereocenters in ring systems (as stereogenic centers may be ignored, as in alicyclic compounds with cis--trans isomerism) when compared to InChI as illustrated in Fig. [27](#Fig27){ref-type="fig"}c. The same can be found for double-bond *cis/trans* stereochemistry. As shown in Fig. [27](#Fig27){ref-type="fig"}d, in some cases the PubChem standardization protocols do not recognize the same double bonds as stereogenic as does InChI normalization. The bond type C(\*)(\*)(=\*) is generally treated as possibly stereogenic by InChI \[[@CR13]\], and the deposited stereo configuration is annotated in the standard InChI. In PubChem standardization, the symmetry groups of adjacent atoms in the example are found to be identical, hence the bond is specified as non-stereogenic. All 90,364 investigated cases (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) differed in the number of stereocenters.Fig. 27Examples for diverging annotation of stereochemistry in PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures. **a** SID 12127575, the phosphorus atom is not considered to be chiral by PubChem standardization. **b** Analogous case in SID 2438124. **c** SID 127817816, PubChem standardization recognizes that the stereogenic carbon atoms do not have neighbors of four different symmetry classes and removes the annotated stereo configurations. **d** SID 158375861, the fully configured double bond in (i) is not considered to be a stereocenter by PubChem standardization due to the identical symmetry classes of adjacent atoms in the ring system. In all cases: (i) InChI-derived structure; (ii) Structure after subsequent PubChem standardization

The comparison of PubChem-standardized and InChI-derived structures revealed conceptual differences between the approaches employed to generate them. Identified differences arise from diverging valence models, conventions for the representation of functional groups, tautomeric preference and the definition of stereocenters. In the case of valence bond canonicalization, the approaches are conceptually different. Whereas PubChem standardization aims at identifying a preferred tautomer in a canonic walk using a scoring function, InChI normalization creates a single representation that covers multiple tautomeric states by considering a tautomeric region, which consists of a group of skeletal atoms that share mobile hydrogen atoms involved in tautomerism. The considerable number of unequal InChI-derived/PubChem-standardized structures (60.47% of substances passing both clean-up procedures) shows that those differences in opinion have major impact on the representation of chemical structures. This is especially important considering the increasing prevalence and use of InChI, not only as a chemical descriptor, but also to represent chemical structures (i.e., InChI-derived chemical structure), a use case for which it was never intended.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

The data presented in this study shows that the PubChem structure standardization is an effective and (in general) efficient method that accounts for various sources of molecular diversity and weeds out most improper structures. Its rejection rate for erroneous structures is higher than that of InChI normalization, especially with respect to isotope specifications. The low average processing time (only 0.4% of all substances have an individual standardization time above 0.01 s) and the parallelizability of the problem (embarrassingly parallel) make it suitable for automated compound registration. Yet, the total amount of time necessary to standardize the complete Substance database is dominated by a minority of structures that can be traced to difficulties and inconsistencies in chemical representation when handling organo-metallic complexes (e.g., resulting in negative charges on carbon atoms). A more detailed analysis revealed the generation of a canonical tautomer as the most time-consuming step. The normalization approach used (first developed in 2004 and with periodic major updates between 2005 and 2008) is "ripe" for further optimization, modernization, and improvement.

The representation of chemical structures used in PubChem (after standardization) overcomes problems inherent with chemical information formats. Most prominently, the definition of non-standard bond types (i.e., ionic, complex, and dative bonds) from deposited covalent single bonds remedies their influence on atom valences, ring counts and topological complexity. In this way, PubChem already exceeds what has been recently proposed for the further development of structure file formats \[[@CR100]\]. The representation of a stereogenic double bond with undefined *cis/trans* configuration as a crossed double bond is not recommended by IUPAC \[[@CR101]\], but it is our opinion that this representation facilitates better understanding of the stereo-configuration of a chemical structure (or lack thereof). It reduces the risk of accidently creating 'not acceptable' configurations when using the IUPAC recommended 'wavy' bond type. Standardized structures in Compound are made publicly available with explicit hydrogen atoms, eliminating valence ambiguities caused by different implicit-hydrogen valence models.

The comparison to InChI (v1.0.4) normalization and InChI-derived chemical structures revealed discrepancies in tautomeric preference and the definitions of stereocenters. PubChem standardization aims at generating a canonical tautomer with preferred structural properties to enhance its human interpretation. The stereocenter differences could be remedied by an expansion of the stereocenter definitions in PubChem \[[@CR102]--[@CR104]\]. It could also be the basis for further exchange and debate about standards in chemical information, even though the structure standardization problem has not yet found recognition as a grand challenge in cheminformatics \[[@CR105]\] or as a hindering factor in computer-assisted drug discovery \[[@CR106]\].

With a large pre-existing corpus of structures (tens of millions) complying with diverging approaches, human inspection and curation of structures seems not feasible. Even though 'RoboChemistry' is in part responsible for creating the "wasteland" of chemical structures we are dealing with today, automated systems are the only viable option for this task---but they need to be configured, validated, and used with care. The existing standardization system in PubChem faces new challenges every time a new depositor submits data, as the deposition might include chemical representations not seen previously. Any modification to the system must be carefully validated (much like a doctor treating a patient with a promise to "first, do no harm"), with minor changes possibly affecting many thousands of structures. In PubChem, the separation of deposited structures (Substance) and standardized structures (Compound) facilitates the evaluation of alterations to the system, making the creation of a better cleanup and normalization 'robot' possible, while keeping provenance clear. As a community, chemical information needs to make progress towards improved digital standards in chemical file formats and chemical structure representation.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

PubChem standardization {#Sec10}
-----------------------

The PubChem structure standardization protocols (see Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) are built on top of the OpenEye Scientific Software, Inc. C++ toolkits \[[@CR89]--[@CR92]\]. It consists of two major phases: structure verification and structure normalization. During verification, atom configurations are checked for their validity with respect to element and valence, as well as in the context of a specified set of functional groups. Valences are corrected as necessary and as possible. The subsequent normalization generates a unique representation with respect to tautomeric state, Kekulé form and the configuration of stereogenic centers, when possible. Each step of the process is described here in detail. The term 'atom valence' is used to refer to the number of incident σ and π bonds. The valence of an atom equals the bond order sum of incident covalent bonds (single bond = 1, double bond = 2, triple bond = 3), including those with implicit hydrogen atoms. Elements are grouped into organic elements, metals, transition metals and semiconductors as detailed in Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"}. Note that B, Si, As, Te, and At are not included into any element class because of the diversity of bonding possibilities of these elements.Fig. 28Element classifications as used in PubChem standardization. **a** Organic elements; **b** metals; **c** transition metals; **d** semiconductors. Note that B, Si, As, Te, and At are not included into any element class because of the diversity of bonding possibilities of these elements

Prior to standardization, a major obstacle in cheminformatics must be addressed: different standards for representing hydrogen atoms. They are typically represented in three ways: (1) as explicit atoms; (2) as a numeric property of atoms; or (3) as implied atoms (e.g., carbon is always tetravalent, with hydrogen being assumed for any valence not already used). In the last case, the implicit hydrogen count of a non-hydrogen atom is determined by a standard value in a valence model. These hydrogen counts are typically based on atomic number, formal charge, and the number and the order of incident bonds. Unfortunately, standard valences can vary between valence models or change for a valence model as a function of time. (For example, in 2017, the default valences for the CTAB/MOL/SDF file format was changed.) Depending on the source of structural information, PubChem deals with all three representations of hydrogen atoms. Consequently, a pre-processing step is performed to unify hydrogen representations. For each atom, implicit hydrogen counts are determined and set according to a simplistic valence model by invoking the function *OEAssignMDLHydrogens* in the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. This model assumes that bond orders and formal charges on atoms are correct and adds implicit hydrogen atoms using the available information. This is used as a simple starting point and adjusted in subsequent steps.

In addition to covalent bonds, PubChem internally supports three non-standard bond types: ionic, complex, and dative bonds.Ionic bonds are set in cases where the ionic character of a bond clearly outweighs the covalent part \[i.e., when an alkali metal or alkaline earth metal is bonded to an organic element (see Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"})\].Complex bonds are used to describe coordination complexes. They occur mostly in interactions of organic elements to transition metals and are also used to represent metal--metal bonds. Prominent examples for this bond type are the bonds to central iron and magnesium ions in hemoglobin and chlorophyll, respectively.In a dative bond (also known as a dipolar bond), an electron pair is shared between interacting partners, making one the donor and the other one the acceptor. Compared to a covalent bond, where every bonding partner contributes an electron, this bond type has higher polarity, and is weaker and longer. They are annotated in PubChem without placing charges on the bonding partners. Examples of these bond types in PubChem are shown in Fig. [29](#Fig29){ref-type="fig"}. All three bond types are perceived and annotated during standardization. If non-standard bonds are present in a structure, they are indicated as such in the provided structure depiction and annotated in the downloadable files on the PubChem FTP site in Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1, which is the archival format of the PubChem resource), Extensible Markup Language (XML), and Structure-Data File (SDF) format. In the case of SDF files, they are annotated in an associated PubChem-specific SD data field. Non-standard bond types have no influence on atom valence (i.e., they are so-called 'zero-order bonds') \[[@CR100]\]. By the usage of these three bond types, in addition to those commonly employed in definitions of the molecular graph, PubChem already goes beyond what has been proposed by other sources for future structure file formats in chemical information \[[@CR100]\].Fig. 29Non-standard bond types in PubChem. **a** Ionic bond between sodium and sulfur in sodium thiopental (CID 23665410); **b** Complex bond between nitrogen atoms and Fe(II) represented as Fe^2+^ in heme b (CID 4973); **c** Dative bond between boron and oxygen in boron trifluoride diethyl etherate (CID 517922). Contrary to other annotations of this bond type, in PubChem, the participating atoms do not get assigned charges

In the following subsections, we describe the structure verification and normalization processes performed during PubChem standardization. The verification process consists of atom-based validity checks and modifications. In this way, it is ensured that only structures consisting of valid and reasonably configured atoms are considered in the subsequent normalization process.

### Verify element {#Sec11}

This step evaluates the validity of provided element and isotope information. First, the atomic number of each atom in the structure is checked for its validity. Second, it is determined whether the provided isotope is known and valid. An internal knowledgebase from NUBASE2012 of allowed isotopes is applied. Isotopes are restricted to include only those with a half-life longer than 1 ms (isotopes with shorter half-lives can exist in the Substance database but are excluded from the compound database).

### Verify hydrogen {#Sec12}

The verification of hydrogen atoms aims at generating a representation of the provided chemical structure that only uses implicit hydrogen atoms (as-is possible). For this purpose, explicit hydrogen atoms are converted to implicit ones by incrementing hydrogen counts of the connected atom (count increments by 1 for every deleted explicit hydrogen atom). Excluded from this conversion are hydrogen atoms in H~2~, H^∙^ radicals, and H^+^ or H^−^ ions. Furthermore, the hydrogen atom to be deleted must be connected to an organic atom with a single covalent bond, must not be allowed to have a charge or be isotopically labelled, and must not be incident to an annotated stereo 'wedge' bond. If any of those criteria are not met, the explicit hydrogen atom is not removed and the implicit hydrogen atom count of its adjacent atom is not incremented.

Next, a simplistic valence model is applied to molecules with non-zero counts of implicit hydrogen atoms to prevent them from having improper (implicit) hydrogen counts for all (non-hydrogen) heavy atoms. The following changes are made for uncharged heavy atoms:Arsenic, phosphorus, and nitrogen atoms with a valence of 5 get assigned a formal charge of + 1 and their implicit hydrogen count is decreased by 1, thus reducing the valence by one.Selenium or sulfur atoms with a valence of 6 or 4 get assigned a formal charge of − 1 and their implicit hydrogen count is decreased by 1, thus reducing the valence by one.Iodine, bromine, or chlorine atoms with a valence of 7, 5 or 3 get assigned a formal charge of − 1 and their implicit hydrogen count is decreased by 1, thus reducing the valence by one.On non-organic atoms (see Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"}), the implicit hydrogen count is set to a default value of 0, thus preventing implicit hydrides. (e.g., 'Li' does not become 'LiH').

### Verify functional groups {#Sec13}

To normalize functional group representation, the structure is checked against a set of substructures (displayed in Figs. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}, [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}, [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}, and [33](#Fig33){ref-type="fig"}). If they are in a "common" known, non-standard configuration, they are standardized to a preferred representation. Each of these "standardization" rules displayed in these Figures is designated with an integer called a "transformation index", which is displayed above the arrow. It is in this step that the non-standard bonds (ionic, complex, and dative bonds) are defined.Fig. 30Functional group standardization I. If not mentioned otherwise, hydrogen atoms are as depicted and wildcard asterisks (\*), representing connected any atoms, can be hydrogen atoms. Connected carbon atoms are shown without labels and should not be confused with 'any' connections. Parenthesis indicates terminal atom. Numbers above arrows are transformation indices for respective standardization rules (see the text for the description of transformation indices). **a** Oxygen and sulfur terminal; no implicit hydrogens on central atom. **b** Both oxygen atoms terminal, no implicit hydrogens on manipulated oxygen or center atom. **c** Center atom has one more explicit connection that is not further specified (with respect to bond order and adjacent atom). Oxygen is terminal, but carbon does not have to be terminal. Center atom and charged partner have no implicit hydrogen atoms. **d** Oxygen is terminal. Hydrogen atoms on uncharged carbon atoms are not checked. Center atom and charged partner cannot have implicit hydrogen atoms. **e** Ionic bond is set if situation is unambiguous, with A~1~ and A~2~ being the only matches of their kind. **f** No charges are assigned if A~2~ is di-valent oxygen or tri-valent nitrogen (after modification to ionic bond). Charge modification is incremental. Charge limit is + 1 on A~1~ and − 1 on A~2~. **g** No charges are assigned if A~2~ is di-valent oxygen or tri-valent nitrogen (after modification to ionic bond). Charge modification is incremental. Charge limit is + 2 on A~1~ and − 2 on A~2~. **h** Bond is annotated as dative bond. **i** M is a metal as defined in Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 31Functional group standardization II. Shown are cases that will not be modified (**a**--**c**) and pre-processing steps carried out before the covalent single bond is replaced by a complex bond. Z indicates the transition metals and semiconductors (see Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"}). Z′ as used in **b** and **c** is a subset of the elements in Z. Terminal atoms are specified as such by visually restraining them using a parenthesis '\]'. The transformation index for transition metal processing (**d**--**f**) is 15 (see the text for the description of transformation indices). **a** Bonds that are not modified (true for all elements in Z): double bond to oxygen, single bond to oxygen that is single-bonded to a metal M (see Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"}b), single bond to a halogen X, single bond to hydrogen. **b** Bonds that are not modified for elements in Z': single bond to tetra-valent carbon. **c** Bonds that are not modified for elements in Z': single bond to di-valent oxygen, single bond to di-valent sulfur, single-bond to tri-valent nitrogen. **d** A positive charge is moved from tetra-valent nitrogen to the transition metal. **e** Special case of carbon and nitrogen in carbon-only and nitrogen-containing five-membered aromatic rings, respectively. The same transformation applies to 7-membered aromatic carbon-only rings. **f** Special case of carbon and nitrogen double-bonded to oxygen Fig. 32Functional Group Standardization III. If not mentioned otherwise, hydrogen atoms are as depicted, and wildcard asterisks (\*), representing connected any atoms, can be hydrogen atoms. Connected carbon atoms are shown without labels and should not be confused with 'any' connections. Parenthesis indicates terminal atom. Numbers above arrows are transformation indices for respective standardization rules (see the text for the description of transformation indices). **a** Penta-valent nitrogen connected to terminal nitrogen (triple bond) and carbon, nitrogen or oxygen (double bond). **b** Penta-valent nitrogen connected to terminal oxygen or sulfur (double bond) and non-terminal carbon (triple bond). **c** Nitro group and nitrate (penta-valent representation). **d** Single-bonded atoms adjacent to nitrogen are (not necessarily terminal) carbon. **e** Covalent single bond between penta-valent nitrogen and oxygen or sulfur replaced by ionic bond. **f**, **g** Covalent single bond between penta-valent nitrogen and halogen replaced by ionic bond. **h**, **i** Covalent single bond between tetra-valent nitrogen and halogen replaced by ionic bond. **j** Double bond between tetra-valent nitrogen and boron replaced by dative bond. **k**, **l** Nitrogen without implicit hydrogens. **m** Nitro group (tetra-valent representation)

### Oxides and analogous cases for carbon {#Sec14}

The first group of standardization rules handles the standardization of various oxides and analogous cases for carbon (Fig. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}a--d). Hydrogen and charge preferences are set and valences are adjusted. Many zwitter-ionic bonds are converted to double bonds (which in some cases is an overly aggressive normalization that prevents some known forms of stereochemistry).

### Ionic bonds {#Sec15}

Ionic bonds are set to indicate interactions between charged atoms as appropriate. Nonetheless, the involved atoms keep their charges (Fig. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}e--g). If ionic bonding partners are not connected by a bond, an ionic bond is defined (Fig. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}e). A prerequisite is that the two ionic bonding partners are the only matches for their respective type. If, for example, two Na^+^ ions and one Cl^−^ ion are present, it can't be decided which one of the Na^+^ is involved in the bond and no ionic bond is set. If the ionic bonding partners are connected by a covalent (single) bond, this bond is replaced by an ionic bond and charges are adapted as necessary (Fig. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}f, g). The conversion of a covalent into an ionic bond also applies to the charged variants of this scenario. The alterations in charge are incremental in this case and not hard coded as + 1/− 1 and + 2/− 2, respectively (this is an area where more aggressive normalization than currently performed may be warranted, given the combinatoric ways of drawing various equivalent salt forms).

### Tri-valent oxygen {#Sec16}

The standardization of tri-valent oxygen handles cases where the coordinate bond between oxygen and boron is represented as covalent single bond (Fig. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}h). In those cases, the bond is replaced with a dative bond. The oxygen and boron atoms must be uncharged prior to this modification.

Three different cases exist for the standardization of tri-valent oxygen (Fig. [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}i). The atom must be uncharged and terminal, connected only by a triple bond to another atom. If such an atom is connected to a carbon atom that is connected to a metal by a single bond or a terminal uncharged carbon atom (as in carbon monoxide), a charge of − 1 is placed on the carbon atom and the oxygen gets assigned charge + 1. In all other cases, the oxygen atom gets assigned charge + 1.

### Transition metals and semiconductor elements {#Sec17}

The simplest case for the processing of transition metals and semiconductor elements is when this atom is not connected to other atoms. If it has a charge present in the valence list (provided in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), its processing terminates successfully. Otherwise the charge is set to 0 (there are varying approaches to transition metal charge schemes employed, often with the transition metal charge being used to ensure a net neutral molecule as opposed to a known valid formal charge, making it difficult or near impossible to reliably understand what was the original chemist intent from the structure alone). In both cases, standardization proceeds with the next transition metal atom if there is one. If the transition metal atom is connected to other atoms, certain bonding scenarios remain unmodified (Fig. [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}a--c). In other cases, covalent bonds will be replaced by complex bonds and the participating atoms' charges and/or hydrogen counts will be adapted (Fig. [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}d--e).

The unmodified bonding scenarios are presented in Fig. [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}a--c: a double-bond to terminal oxygen, single bond to oxygen that is connected to a metal atom, single bond to a terminal halogen or hydrogen. Furthermore, a subset of semiconductors and transition metals (Al, Ga, Ge, In, Sn, Sb, Hg, Tl, Pb, Bi, Po) can have covalent (single) bonds to tetra-valent carbon, di-valent oxygen and tri-valent nitrogen. In all those cases, no modifications to atom configurations and bonds are applied. All other adjacent atoms are processed as follows:If the transition metal atom is connected to the adjacent atom by anything else other than a single bond or if the other atom does not belong to any of the organic, semiconductor, and metal element classes, and is not boron, silicone, or selenium, it remains unchanged and standardization proceeds with the next neighboring atom.If the neighboring atom is a positively charged nitrogen atom that engages in a pi bond, + 1 is added to that of the transition metal atom and that of the nitrogen atom is set to 0 (Fig. [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}d).For standardization to proceed, the configuration of the connected atom must be in the valence list. If the adjacent atom is uncharged carbon in an aromatic 5- or 7-membered carbon-only ring or uncharged nitrogen in an aromatic 5-membered nitrogen-containing ring, its charge is set to − 1 and that of the transition metal atom is increased by + 1 (as illustrated in Fig. [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}e). This accounts, for example, for situations encountered in porphyrin systems.The same happens if the adjacent atom is uncharged carbon or nitrogen (both not in a ring) that is connected to an oxygen atom by a double bond: The adjacent atom gets assigned charge − 1 and that of the transition metal is incremented by + 1 (Fig. [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}f). Uncharged carbon, uncharged nitrogen and uncharged sulfur (except for the case of tetra-valent sulfur with one hydrogen atom) get assigned a negative charge as well, and the charge of the transition metal is incremented by 1. In the mentioned special case of sulfur, the hydrogen atom is removed. In the case the neighboring atom is a nitrogen with charge + 1, its charge is set to 0. If the charge of the neighboring atom has not been changed by any of those rules, the number of implicit hydrogens on the adjacent atom is incremented by 1.Finally, the covalent single bond between the transition metal atom and its neighbor is replaced by a complex bond. After all adjacent atoms are processed this way, if the collective changes resulted in a configuration of the transition metal atom that is not in the valence list, charge alterations to this transition metal atom are undone by either setting it to its original charge or, if that is also not in the valence list, to 0. If the changes to the connected atoms resulted in invalid configurations, this will be detected in the next standardization step.

### Penta-valent nitrogen {#Sec18}

Seven cases of penta-valent nitrogen are differentiated (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}a--g). If a penta-valent nitrogen is connected to a terminal nitrogen atom by a triple bond and to another carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen atom by a double bond (e.g., the azide functional group), the triple bond is decreased to a double bond by charge separation; the terminal nitrogen gets assigned a charge of − 1 and the former penta-valent one gets a charge of + 1 (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}a). If the penta-valent nitrogen is connected to a terminal oxygen or sulfur by a double bond as well as a tetra-valent carbon by a triple bond, the double bond is decreased to a single bond by charge separation; the terminal oxygen or sulfur gets assigned a charge of − 1 and the former penta-valent nitrogen gets a charge of + 1 (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}b). The nitro group as well as nitrate have their own standardized form with charge separated single bonds (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}c). If a N=O group is attached to a penta-valent nitrogen connected to three carbon atoms by single bonds, the double bond to nitrogen is replaced by a single bond, placing a positive charge on the nitrogen and a negative charge on the terminal oxygen (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}d). If one of the adjacent atoms to a penta-valent nitrogen with five single-bonded connections in total is oxygen (or sulfur) that is single-bonded to C, N, P or S, the N--O (or N--S) bond is replaced by an ionic bond, placing a positive charge on the nitrogen and a negative charge on the oxygen (or sulfur) (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}e). The same processing is applied if a halogen (F, Cl, Br, I) atom is connected to a penta-valent nitrogen with five single-bonded connections (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}f) or with three single-bonded and one double-bonded connections (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}g).

### Tetra-valent nitrogen {#Sec19}

Subsequently to penta-valent nitrogen, tetra-valent cases are processed. As a simple rule, if a tetra-valent nitrogen has a zero charge and at least one implicit hydrogen, the charge is considered the more reliable information and the implicit hydrogen count is decreased by 1. Otherwise, the charge on the nitrogen is increased by 1. The additional cases are like those for penta-valent nitrogen. If the nitrogen with four connections (all single-bonded, Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}h) or three connections (two single-bonded and one double-bonded, Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}i) is single-bonded to a halogen, the nitrogen-halogen single bond is replaced by an ionic bond, placing a positive charge on nitrogen and a negative charge on the halogen (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}h, i). If a tetra-valent nitrogen is connected to a penta-valent boron atom by a double bond, this bond is replaced by a dative bond (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}j). An uncharged tetra-valent nitrogen atom explicitly connected to carbon or nitrogen atoms by four single bonds (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}k) or by two single bonds and one double bond (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}l) gets assigned a charge of + 1. If a nitro group is represented with a charged tetra-valent nitrogen and a single-bonded hydroxyl group (thus could not be fixed using rules for penta-valent nitrogen), the hydroxyl group is deprotonated (Fig. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}m).

### Ring systems {#Sec20}

The last set of standardization rules for functional groups consider select ring systems. One of them is the cyclopentadienyl ring in metallocenes, which is represented as a five-membered ring with negative charges on all carbon atoms and varying bond representations (Fig. [33](#Fig33){ref-type="fig"}a). Those representations are unified to a cyclopenta-1,3-diene with a single negative charge on the 5-position. Analogous to this case, a cyclohexane with a negative charge on all carbon atoms is standardized to benzene (Fig. [33](#Fig33){ref-type="fig"}b). Finally, a broad spectrum of possible thiophene derivatives is brought to a standardized form with double bonds in 2- and 4-positions (Fig. [33](#Fig33){ref-type="fig"}c). Substituents are not further specified in any of the three ring systems, accounting for a variety of molecular contexts.Fig. 33Functional group standardization IV. Numbers above arrows are transformation indices for respective standardization rules (see the text for the description of transformation indices). **a** Different representations of cyclopentadiene used in metallocene structures are unified. **b** Case for benzene analogous to **a**. **c** Standardization of thiophene derivatives. Transformation is only successful if implicit hydrogen counts are sufficient

### Verify valence {#Sec21}

To verify the valence of an atom, it is compared to an extensive list of allowed configurations for each element type regarding formal charge, the number of σ bonds, the number of π bonds and the maximum allowed number of implicit hydrogen atoms. In total, 981 allowed configurations exist. The distribution of rules amongst elements is shown in Fig. [34](#Fig34){ref-type="fig"}. The full valence list is provided as supporting information in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Fig. 34Valence list statistics. This heatmap illustrates the number of configurations per element in the valence database that are valid. For every element, the valence database contains configurations describing valid combinations of the charge, number of sigma bonds, number of pi bonds and number of implicit hydrogen atoms. All combinations are supplied as supporting information in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}

### Standardize annotations {#Sec22}

PubChem stores bond annotations as properties. These are used to control customized bond visualization, for example, for PubChem-specific non-standard bond types. These annotations can be provided by PubChem data contributors during substance submission. They are converted to covalent bonds during pre-processing and re-perceived. To prevent them from influencing subsequent steps, they are removed at this point during standardization processing.

### Standardize valence bond form {#Sec23}

This step generates a canonical preferred tautomer of a structure, considering protons and charges as mobile elements. For this purpose, the various covalently-connected components of a deposited substance are treated separately and a canonical tautomer is generated for each one of them. If a component has less than two connected atoms, its processing is skipped. Before the actual valence bond canonicalization, the structure is checked against a hand-curated 'blacklist' of structures that spent too much time in this step in the past without yielding a better tautomer (vide infra). If the component is on this blacklist (65 structures, provided as canonical SMILES in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}), it skips valence bond canonicalization. The component is checked against a second list of structures subject to limited processing (1746 structures provided in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). The maximum number of generated tautomers per connected component is 250,000 in the unlimited case. In the limited case, this number is reduced to 2500 to reduce processing time at the expense of a less-extensive canonic walk through valence-bond forms.

Explicit hydrogen atoms are made implicit with the same exceptions as described in *Verify Hydrogen*. Certain charges are identified in the component that should not be modified during the valence bond canonicalization (for example, these are charged atoms in annotated complex or ionic bonds, terminal N^−^ as in \[N^−^\] = \[N^+^\]=\*, and the N^+^ and O^−^ as in a nitro group). These are immobilized on the respective atoms; later, generated tautomers that do not possess the identical pattern of those charges are rejected. This is the case for charged atoms involved in complex bonds (possibly) generated in a previous step, and negative charges around certain nitrogen configurations: (1) if a positively charged and tetra-valent nitrogen with an explicit degree of two is connected to a terminal negatively charged nitrogen by a double bond, the negative charge on the terminal nitrogen is kept in place (e.g., azide group); (2) if a positively charged and tetra-valent nitrogen with an explicit degree of three is connected to a terminal oxygen (or sulfur) atom with charge − 1 and another oxygen (or sulfur) atom by a double bond, the negative charge on the terminal oxygen (or sulfur) atom is kept in place (e.g., nitro group). During the optimization, tautomerization of methyl and methylene groups is not considered, due to an extensive expansion of memory and computational cost. (Improved normalization covering acidic hydrogen atoms on carbon is warranted but not performed, as there are many cases of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms that could also be readily represented in an sp3-hybridized form, especially in keto-enol cases. In some cases, the opposite is true, especially for some heterocycles where the presence of sp3-hybridized carbon prevents aromaticity from being identified.)

Tautomers for each component are enumerated using the function *OEEnumerateTautomers* in the OpenEye Quacpac toolkit \[[@CR90]\]. The maximum acceptable energetic category of generated tautomers is defined based on charges present in the component. This value controls which atom types can be generated during the tautomer enumeration. Based on a classification scheme, no tautomer will be generated that has a less preferred class than the original structure. Those classes are from least preferred to most preferred:negatively and positively charged carbon atoms both are present in the structure;a combination of negatively charged nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus or carbon and positively charged nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus or carbon are present in the structure;the structure has any number of charged carbon atoms (positive or negative);at least one positively charged oxygen atom is present in the structure;at least one negatively charged nitrogen atom is present in the structure;at least one positively charged nitrogen or negatively charged oxygen atom is present in the structure;any other case. The acceptance/rejection of each newly proposed tautomer is based on a greedy selection according to a scoring function based on simple counts and logic. If the immobilized charges are not identical, the new tautomer is rejected. Otherwise, the new tautomer is preferred over another if it has a lower number of less preferred atom valences. This value is generated for a structure based on atom contributions by subtracting the sum of the actual atom valence and the absolute value of its charge from a preferred valence state. Those preferred states are four for carbon, three for nitrogen and phosphorus, and two for oxygen and sulfur. If two tautomers are equal in this criterion, the one with fewer charged atoms is preferred. If they have the same number of charged atoms, the atom type of the charged atoms is considered. For the following list of criteria, a tautomer is preferred if it is 'better' in one of them, if and only if the earlier value is the same. If they are equal, the next score is used for prioritization. Those criteria are:fewer positively charged carbon atoms;fewer negatively charged carbon atoms;fewer negatively charged phosphorus atoms;fewer positively charged sulfur atoms;fewer positively charged oxygen atom;fewer negatively charged nitrogen atoms;more positively charged nitrogen atoms;more negatively charged oxygen atoms;more negatively charged sulfur atoms;more positively charges phosphorus atoms;more zwitter-ionic cases of \[N^+^\]--\[O^−^\] with a tetra-valent nitrogen or \[N^−^\]=\[N^+^\]=\*;more hydrogen atoms on carbon;fewer hydrogen atoms on oxygen;fewer hydrogen atoms on sulfur;more aromatic atoms (here, the *OEAroModelMDL* is used because it has stronger emphasis on cyclic systems and ignores exocyclic bonds, which is preferred in this case);fewer hydrogen atoms on nitrogen;fewer hydrogen atoms on phosphorus;fewer hydrogen atoms on atoms in rings;fewer C=C double bonds. The best tautomer generated during the enumeration is compared to the original structure using the same prioritization criteria as described above. If the best identified tautomer is not preferred over the original structure, a combined evaluation of the number of C=C and N=N double bonds is performed to account for the (empirically determined) preference of the described method for N=N over C=N. An evaluation score is calculated for each tautomer as \[count(C=C) − 2 × count(N=N)\]. The structure with the lower score is preferred. If the best out of the enumerated tautomers is still not preferred over the original structure, no changes are made. Otherwise, the identified best tautomer is the preliminary result of this standardization step.

The generated structure (with possibly multiple connected components) is subjected to a valence check as described in *Verify Valence*. If the generation of a canonical tautomer yielded at least one atom with a configuration not in the valence list, the substance fails this standardization step, and consequently standardization. In addition to that, a sanity check of local atom neighborhoods is performed. If a situation was created where a charged atom is adjacent to an atom with the identical charge type, the structure fails this standardization step.

If the processing time for one of the components was above 5 min and the iteration limit was 250,000, the structures is flagged as a candidate to be put on the list for limited tautomer enumeration. If the limit already was set to 2500, and 5 min elapsed in this standardization step, it is flagged as a candidate to be put on the blacklist (such lists are periodically updated in source code).

### Standardize aromaticity {#Sec24}

This step serves two purposes: it normalizes the Kekulé form and also validates roundtrips through the employed aromaticity model in the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. Consequently, it is omitted for structures with less than 3 atoms. First, all existing aromaticity annotation is removed from the structure using the function *OEClearAromaticFlags*. Then, aromaticity is perceived and annotated based on the model *OEAroModelOpenEye* using the function *OEAssignAromaticFlags* with a maximum path length of aromatic cycles of 40 and the prune parameter set to false, preventing rings with exo-double bonds from being annotated as being non-aromatic. The newly assigned aromaticity annotation is used to set the integer bond type of aromatic bonds to a value of 5 (within the OEChem toolkit \[[@CR89]\], for non-aromatic bonds, the integer bond types equals the bond order, a value of 5 indicates an aromatic bond), virtually eradicating the present assignment of single and double bonds in the 'aromatic' substructures. Atoms and bonds are brought into canonical order by invoking the functions *OECanonicalOrderAtoms* and *OECanonicalOrderBonds*. The modified structure with aromatic bonds is then subjected to the *OEKekulize* function which generates a Kekulé form of the aromatic systems (based on integer bond types). The process is outlined in Fig. [35](#Fig35){ref-type="fig"}. Aromaticity annotation as defined by this model is part of the structure specification in the ASN.1 files of standardized entries provided by PubChem but all 'aromatic' bonds are represented as being either single or double bonds based on the canonical Kekulé form. In this way, the standardized structure with the generated pattern of single and double bonds is not ambiguous.Fig. 35Standardization of Kekulé structure and aromaticity annotation. SID 7 is used as example, without annotation of stereochemistry or isotopic information for clarity. **a** Deposited structure of SID 7. **b** Intermediate representation of the same structure with bond order information in the aromatic system deleted. All bonds are represented as aromatic bonds. This structure is submitted to the OEKekulize function of the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit that generates a Kekulé form with single and double bonds instead of aromatic bonds. **c** Result of the aromaticity standardization. The detection of aromaticity, deletion of bond orders and Kekulization resulted in a different Kekulé structure

### Standardize stereochemistry {#Sec25}

This standardization step aims at determining a canonical representation of the configuration of stereocenters: atoms and double bonds with substituents such that interchanging any pair of substituents leads to a different stereoisomer. Previous standardization steps possibly altered the molecule by cleaving or setting new bonds and alternating bond orders. It is possible for such an operation to generate a new stereocenter. In that case, it will be marked as 'undefined', because the deposited data could not account for this case. Structures are also tested for the presence of conflicting annotation of stereochemistry. For chiral atoms, for example, their stereo configuration can be annotated as atom property ('parity'), indicating the direction of travel (clockwise or counter-clockwise) following Cahn--Ingold--Prelog priorities \[[@CR107]\] when the substituent with lowest priority is behind the drawing plane. Alternatively, the bonds incident to the chiral atom can be annotated as 'behind the drawing plane' (hashed wedge bond), 'in front of the drawing plane' (bold wedge bond), or 'in the drawing plane'. Using bond annotations, several valid representations for the same stereo configuration of an atom exist (see Fig. [36](#Fig36){ref-type="fig"}a). Even if both annotations describe an identical configuration of the chiral atom, they can contradict the configuration indicated by 3-D atom coordinates. For double bonds, parity is defined by the substituents on either end with the highest priority. Possible configurations are *E* (position on opposite sides of the double bond), or *Z* (positioned on the same side of the double bond). Again, the configuration specified by atom coordinates can contradict the parity information of the double bond. Here, a complicating factor is that molecule sketching programs \[[@CR108]\] can generate arbitrary configurations by automated layout routines. In PubChem, if the *E/Z* configuration of a double bond cannot be resolved, it is configured as 'undefined' and represented as a 'crossed' double bond. This 'crossed bond' representation is chosen due to its simplicity, although it is "not considered acceptable for general use" \[[@CR101]\] by IUPAC (Fig. [36](#Fig36){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 36Stereoconfiguration examples. **A** Variants of identical tetrahedral configuration of the same chiral center. **a** Representations with explicit hydrogen atom using: (i) two bonds in, one behind and one in front of the drawing plane (favored representation); (ii) one bond in, two in front of and one behind the drawing plane; (iii) one bond in, one bond in front of and two bonds behind the drawing plane; (iv and v) two bonds in front of and two bond behind the drawing plane. **b** Equivalent representations of the same configuration with implicit hydrogen atom if possible. **B** Representation of a double bond with unknown *cis/trans* configuration as represented in PubChem (i) and corresponding accepted IUPAC recommendations (ii--iii)

### Stereo configuration of tetrahedral atoms {#Sec26}

As a measure of priority, the PubChem standardization protocols employ symmetry classes as implemented in the OpenEye OEChem toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. This concept is similar to atom classes in Morgan's relaxation algorithm \[[@CR109], [@CR110]\]. Stereocenters can be easily identified using this concept. If a tetrahedral atom has four adjacent atoms that belong to different symmetry groups, it is chiral. If atoms incident to a stereogenic double bond have adjacent atoms of unequal symmetry groups, that double bond is a stereogenic center. We assign symmetry classes using the function *OEPerceiveSymmetry* in the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. Explicit hydrogen atoms get assigned their own symmetry class of '0' (lowest priority).

In the PubChem structure standardization protocols, stereochemistry standardization relies mostly on routines from the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. If 3-D structural information is provided, stereo information is perceived using the function *OE3DToInternalStereo*. It configures the tetrahedral chirality around atomic centers and the *E/Z* configuration around double bonds based on 3-D atom coordinates, provided they are not set to 'any' stereo. If the structure has no atomic coordinates at all (e.g., it was submitted as SMILES string), 2-D coordinates for the structure are generated using the function *OEDepictCoordinates* in the OpenEye OEDepict C++ toolkit that assigns a set of 2-D coordinates to each explicit atom \[[@CR91]\]. If tetrahedral atoms in this structure have a defined parity but incident bonds are not annotated as bold or hashed wedges, the parity is used to set this annotation accordingly using the function *OEMDLPerceiveBondStereo*. In all cases of atom-coordinate dimensionality, if tetrahedral atoms are defined only by provided bond annotations (wedge and hashed bonds) the parity is set using the function *OEMDLStereoFromBondStereo*.

Each atom is investigated for its tetrahedral stereochemistry. Atoms are excluded from this step if they are considered aromatic from the earlier aromaticity perception standardization, or have more than one adjacent (or implicit) hydrogen atom, or they are hydrogen atoms, or, in the case of nitrogen, have any adjacent hydrogen atoms. More specific atom tests follow:Phosphorus atoms that are not tri-valent and tri-coordinated or penta-valent and tetra-coordinated are non-chiral. The same is true if more than one adjacent atom is of type OH, O^−^, =O, SH, S^−^ or = S, as those may be subject to mesomeric effects (cases of S=P--OH and O=P--SH can be chiral, whereas O=P--OH and S=P--SH cases are achiral).Sulfur atoms that are hexa-valent, tetra-coordinated and adjacent via a single bond to carbon with implicit hydrogen atoms or charge, or are incident to a bond that is not a single or a double bond, are non-chiral; the same is true in tetra-valent and tertiary cases if more than one adjacent atom is of type OH, O^−^, =O, SH, S^−^ or = S.If an atom is not phosphorous or sulfur, it must be tetra-valent and tetra-coordinated to be considered for chirality tests. Otherwise, it is non-chiral. If the four adjacent atoms have different symmetry classes, the atom parity is determined. If the parity is not already annotated (*GetStereo* function of the atom returns parity 'undefined', indicating the functions invoked earlier failed at parity determination), incident bonds are investigated for wedge-annotation. If they don't have any, the parity of the chiral atom remains 'undefined'. Otherwise, stereo configuration is determined based on atom coordinates. If the atom is determined to have parity clockwise or counterclockwise, the reliability of this information is investigated: In the case that the structure does not have 3-D atom coordinates and wedge bond annotation supporting the identified parity is missing, it is annotated as 'undefined'. Otherwise (if the structure has 3-D information or parity and bond annotation agree), the tetrahedral parity is set as the identified value.

### Stereo configuration of double bonds {#Sec27}

Double bonds considered to exhibit geometric stereoisomerism are non-aromatic double bonds with a connectivity of three for each incident atom. If the bond is in a ring, the smallest ring it is in must be at least of size eight (atoms). If either side has two adjacent (or implicit) hydrogen atoms, it is configured as 'undefined'. If one of the atoms incident to the double bond is nitrogen, this atom must meet two conditions for further investigating stereochemistry. It is not allowed to have an adjacent atom that is: (1) a hydrogen atom (or an implicit hydrogen atom); or (2) a carbon atom that is adjacent to carbon, hydrogen (or has implicit hydrogen atoms) or incident to a single bond (except for that to the nitrogen atom). Otherwise the double bond is configured as 'undefined' (note that structures that do not meet the two conditions may be subject to mesomeric effects).

If the above-mentioned conditions are met, the atoms adjacent to those incident to the double bond are investigated for their symmetry classes. There must be atoms of two different symmetry classes on each side of the double bond, taking implicit hydrogen atoms into account. The bond parity is defined as *E* or *Z* with respect to the pair of adjacent atoms with the highest symmetry class on each side of the double bond. The bond in question is checked for an annotated parity by passing those two atoms to the *GetStereo* function of the double bond. If no bond parity was defined (*GetStereo* returned 'undefined') and the atom coordinates were not automatically generated in a prior step, the atom coordinates are used to determine the *E/Z* configuration. If the two defining atoms are on the same (opposite) side of the double bond, it is defined as *Z* (*E*). The IUPAC recommendation for undefined stereochemistry around a double bond is to draw the single bond as extension of the double bond in question, with an angle of 180° between the two. This guideline is implemented with a tolerance of 10°; higher deviations result in the automated perception as *E* or *Z* from atom coordinates. In the case the bond was originally annotated as 'undefined', this information has higher priority as the determined parity and the bond remains annotated as undefined (accounting for cases where the 2-D coordinates were only chosen for visualization, not for bond stereo configuration).

### Standardize explicit hydrogens {#Sec28}

All standardized structures in PubChem Compound are available in SDF as well as PubChem-specific ASN.1 or XML format, with explicitly specified hydrogen atoms. So far, the described standardization worked on structures with implicit hydrogen atom counts. In this last step of the standardization, those counts are converted to explicit hydrogen atoms, connected by a single bond to the parent atom.

Only atoms with one or more attached hydrogens are processed in this step, consistent with the definition of an implicit hydrogen count of 0 on all other atoms in the step *Verify Hydrogen*. On each processed atom, the implicit hydrogen counts are set using the function *OEAssignMDLHydrogens* in the OpenEye OEChem C++ Toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. The underlying model assumes that the atomic number and formal charge are set to their correct values, which was taken care of in the previous standardization steps. In the case of radicals, hydrogen counts are lower by the number of unpaired valence electrons. The correct position of explicit hydrogen atoms is not determined in this step. This is taken care of separately in the generation of 2-D or 3-D coordinates. The resulting structure must have the count of atoms or bonds not to exceed 999, the upper limit of what is supported by the MDL V2000 MOL file format. Otherwise it fails this standardization step. While not a technical limit of PubChem, this cutoff was a convenient choice to place a limit on what is considered a 'small' molecule, and may be changed in the future.

Unique identifier mapping {#Sec29}
-------------------------

The final mapping from substances to entries in PubChem Compound is made based on CACTVS structural hash codes calculated for the standardized structures \[[@CR111]--[@CR113]\]. If the hash code of a standardized structure is not present in Compound, a new entry with a new compound identifier (CID) is created. If a CID with an identical hash code already exists, the substance identifier (SID) of the substance the standardized structure was generated from is associated with this CID and listed as related substance.

Standardization modification tracking {#Sec30}
-------------------------------------

For this study, we generated a canonical isomeric SMILES (canonical SMILES with stereo information) before and after each step of the standardization procedure using the function *OECreateIsoSmiString* in the OpenEye OEChem C++ toolkit \[[@CR89]\]. This way it is possible to detect structural modifications in every step. Isomeric SMILES were generated from de-aromatized structures: prior to string generation, all perceived and annotated aromaticity flags were removed using the function *OEClearAromaticFlags* in the OpenEye OEChem C++ Toolkit \[[@CR89]\].

An alternative structure representation for this purpose would have been the IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI) \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. Yet, it does not have an advantage over SMILES in this use case. During the generation of standard InChIs, an InChI-specific structure normalization is performed that would obfuscate modifications resulting from PubChem standardization. InChIs can be configured to be 'non-standard' and describe a structure 'as-is', essentially making them equivalent to SMILES for our purposes. In this case, there would have been no benefit in choosing InChI and may have created confusion. We also chose SMILES so we could resort to functionalities readily available within the OpenEye Scientific Software Inc. C++ toolkits \[[@CR89]--[@CR92]\], avoiding unnecessary conversion between toolkits or other changes that might alter subsequent analysis.

It is important to note that non-standard bonds used by PubChem are ignored when computing a SMILES. This will make some structures appear to be identical that are not if their nonstandard bonding is different or when compared to structures devoid of such bonds.

Standardization time statistics {#Sec31}
-------------------------------

We monitored elapsed standardization per step and total standardization time per substance using the CStopWatch class in the NCBI C++ toolkit \[[@CR114]\]. Time was measured as wall time on a mix-use heterogeneous compute cluster. It may not accurately provide actual time spent in cases when a server is overloaded or when using different servers with different processor speeds. With that said, it does give a relative speed on modern hardware.

Unique structure analysis {#Sec32}
-------------------------

The purpose of the described PubChem standardization protocols is the identification of erroneous structures and the compensation for various aspects of chemical structures that lead to multiple valid representations of effectively the same molecular species. Consequently, the number of unique structures in a before/after comparison is expected to be less than the number of processed structures. To determine this degree of structure merging, we compared the numbers of unique structures before and after standardization using their representation as de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES. This approach has high structural sensitivity, as it allows distinguishing between stereoisomers as well as different Kekulé structures. Comparison was limited to structures that could be successfully standardized using the PubChem standardization protocols.

Comparison to InChI structure normalization {#Sec33}
-------------------------------------------

Structure normalization is an integral part of the generation of the IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI) \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. The PubChem standardization approach described here was developed independently of InChI and prior to the wide-spread use of InChI. As a first step in the comparison of PubChem standardization and the InChI normalization we compared the numbers of unique structures after standardization identified by their de-aromatized canonical SMILES to those of unique standard InChIs generated from the original structures. For this purpose, standard InChIs were generated using the InChI VC++ projects provided by the InChI Trust \[[@CR115]\]. The comparison was limited to the 104,669,789 substances that have complete, non-auto-generated structures. We kept track of differences in standardization/normalization success for both methods. For further analysis, the generated InChIs were converted back to structures (InChI-derived structure) and represented by de-aromatized canonical isomeric SMILES as well. InChI was never designed to be a file format and is not recommended. However, it seemed important to check whether an InChI normalized structure followed by conversion back to a chemical structure would yield the same PubChem-standardized structure to identify caveats/issues.

Dataset {#Sec34}
-------

Results and statistics presented in this study were generated from a local copy of the PubChem Substance ASN.1 files available from the PubChem FTP repository \[[@CR116]\], accessed on January 14th 2013. At that time, PubChem contained 116,641,122 substance records with a maximum substance identifier (SID) 144,075,000. The PubChem structure standardization service is accessible as a public resource under <https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/standardize/>, and via programmatic interfaces \[[@CR117]\].

Additional files
================

 {#Sec35}

**Additional file 1.** Valence list. List of valid valences and configurations of atoms with respect to atomic number (column 1), charge (column 2), number of π bonds (column 3), number of σ bonds (column 4) and the maximum number of implicit hydrogens (column 5). **Additional file 2.** Valence Bond Canonicalization Blacklist. List of 65 structures as SMILES that will not be processed during valence bond canonicalization. **Additional file 3.** Valence Bond Canonicalization Limitlist. List of 1746 structures as SMILES that are subject to a limited processing during valence bond canonicalization (2500 instead of 250,000 enumerated tautomers). **Additional file 4.** Substances that failed PubChem standardization but succeed InChI normalization. List of 375,397 substances that failed PubChem standardization but whose InChI strings were successfully generated. **Additional file 5.** Substances that failed the PubChem valence check but succeeded InChI generation. List of 364,946 substances that failed the PubChem valence check but whose InChI strings were successfully generated.
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